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U.S. Army Ranger Handbook
This book bridges the gap between the theoretical
work of the rheologist, and the practical needs of
those who have to design and operate the systems in
which these materials are handled or processed. It is
an established and important reference for senior
level mechanical engineers, chemical and process
engineers, as well as any engineer or scientist who
needs to study or work with these fluids, including
pharmaceutical engineers, mineral processing
engineers, medical researchers, water and civil
engineers. This new edition covers a considerably
broader range of topics than its predecessor,
including computational fluid dynamics modelling
techniques, liquid/solid flows and applications to
areas such as food processing, among others. *
Written by two of the world's leading experts, this is
the only dedicated non-Newtonian flow reference in
print. * Since first publication significant advances
have been made in almost all areas covered in this
book, which are incorporated in the new edition,
including developments in CFD and computational
techniques, velocity profiles in pipes, liquid/solid flows
and applications to food processing, and new
heat/mass transfer methods and models. * Covers
both basic rheology and the fluid mechanics of NN
fluids ? a truly self-contained reference for anyone
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studying or working with the processing and handling
of fluids

Anticipated and Abnormal Plant
Transients in Light Water Reactors
From the US Department of Defense, the Skills,
Tactics, and Traits of the Most Highly Skilled Soldiers
in the World—Army Rangers. This handbook offers the
techniques and tactics that make U.S. Army Rangers
the best soldiers in the world. These highly trained,
easily deployable, and widely skilled infantrymen
specialize in airborne assault, raids, recovery of
personnel and equipment, and airfield seizure, among
other difficult and dangerous missions. Now, in this
recently revised edition of the U.S. Army Ranger
Handbook, you can get the latest info on everything
from understanding the basics of Army operations
and tactics to discovering what makes a soldier with
good leadership qualities and character. Although
primarily written for Rangers and other light infantry
units, it serves as a handy reference for all military
units, covering how infantry squad- and platoon-sized
elements conduct combat operations in varied
terrains. Drawing from over two centuries of lessons
learned in special operations combat, this guide
provides modern soldiers with best training possible.
It effectively combines the lessons of the past with
important insights for the future to help make army
leaders the absolute best they can be. In
straightforward, no-frills language, it covers
deception, stealth, communications, escape and
evasion, ambush operations, perimeter defense,
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counterintelligence, and much more. This book is the
ultimate resource for anyone who wants to know how
Rangers think and function.

Engineering Fluid Mechanics
Chemical Engineering Fluid Mechanics
This book provides readers with the most current,
accurate, and practical fluid mechanics related
applications that the practicing BS level engineer
needs today in the chemical and related industries, in
addition to a fundamental understanding of these
applications based upon sound fundamental basic
scientific principles. The emphasis remains on
problem solving, and the new edition includes many
more examples.

Process Fluid Mechanics
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue
"Feature Papers" that was published in Processes

Real-Time Optimization
The Chemical Engineer’s Practical Guide to Fluid
Mechanics: Now Includes COMSOL Multiphysics 5
Since most chemical processing applications are
conducted either partially or totally in the fluid phase,
chemical engineers need mastery of fluid mechanics.
Such knowledge is especially valuable in the
biochemical, chemical, energy, fermentation,
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materials, mining, petroleum, pharmaceuticals,
polymer, and waste-processing industries. Fluid
Mechanics for Chemical Engineers: with Microfluidics,
CFD, and COMSOL Multiphysics 5, Third Edition,
systematically introduces fluid mechanics from the
perspective of the chemical engineer who must
understand actual physical behavior and solve realworld problems. Building on the book that earned
Choice Magazine’s Outstanding Academic Title award,
this edition also gives a comprehensive introduction
to the popular COMSOL Multiphysics 5 software. This
third edition contains extensive coverage of both
microfluidics and computational fluid dynamics,
systematically demonstrating CFD through detailed
examples using COMSOL Multiphysics 5 and ANSYS
Fluent. The chapter on turbulence now presents
valuable CFD techniques to investigate practical
situations such as turbulent mixing and recirculating
flows. Part I offers a clear, succinct, easy-to-follow
introduction to macroscopic fluid mechanics, including
physical properties; hydrostatics; basic rate laws; and
fundamental principles of flow through equipment.
Part II turns to microscopic fluid mechanics:
Differential equations of fluid mechanics Viscous-flow
problems, some including polymer processing
Laplace’s equation; irrotational and porous-media
flows Nearly unidirectional flows, from boundary
layers to lubrication, calendering, and thin-film
applications Turbulent flows, showing how the k-ε
method extends conventional mixing-length theory
Bubble motion, two-phase flow, and fluidization NonNewtonian fluids, including inelastic and viscoelastic
fluids Microfluidics and electrokinetic flow effects,
including electroosmosis, electrophoresis, streaming
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potentials, and electroosmotic switching
Computational fluid mechanics with ANSYS Fluent and
COMSOL Multiphysics Nearly 100 completely worked
practical examples include 12 new COMSOL 5
examples: boundary layer flow, non-Newtonian flow,
jet flow, die flow, lubrication, momentum diffusion,
turbulent flow, and others. More than 300 end-ofchapter problems of varying complexity are
presented, including several from University of
Cambridge exams. The author covers all material
needed for the fluid mechanics portion of the
professional engineer’s exam. The author’s website
(fmche.engin.umich.edu) provides additional notes,
problem-solving tips, and errata. Register your
product at informit.com/register for convenient access
to downloads, updates, and corrections as they
become available.

Schlieren and Shadowgraph Techniques
This book benefits users, manufacturers and
engineers by drawing together an overall view of the
technology. It attempts to give the reader an
appreciation of the extent to which slurry transport is
presently employed, the theoretical basis for pipeline
design, the practicalities of design and new
developments.

Essentials of Micro- and Nanofluidics
Open Channel Hydraulics is intended for advanced
undergraduates and first-year graduate students in
the general fields of water resources and
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environmental engineering. It offers a focused
presentation of some of the most common problems
encountered by practicing engineers with the
inclusion of recent research advances and personal
computer applications. In addition, emphasis is placed
on the application of basic principles of fluid
mechanics to the formulation of open channel flow
problems so that the assumption and limitation of
existing numerical models are made clear.

Programming Robots with ROS
Introduction to rheology. Tube viscometry. Rotational
viscometry. Extensional flow. Viscoelasticity.

Fundamentals of Fluid Mechanics
The CRC Handbook of Thermal Engineering, Second
Edition, is a fully updated version of this respected
reference work, with chapters written by leading
experts. Its first part covers basic concepts, equations
and principles of thermodynamics, heat transfer, and
fluid dynamics. Following that is detailed coverage of
major application areas, such as bioengineering,
energy-efficient building systems, traditional and
renewable energy sources, food processing, and
aerospace heat transfer topics. The latest numerical
and computational tools, microscale and nanoscale
engineering, and new complex-structured materials
are also presented. Designed for easy reference, this
new edition is a must-have volume for engineers and
researchers around the globe.
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Non-Newtonian Flow and Applied
Rheology
The Symposium on "The Influence of Polymer
Additives on Veloc ity and Temperature Fields" was
proposed to the General Assem bly of the
International Union of Theoretical and Applied Me
chanics (IUTAM) by the "Gesellschaft fur Angewandte
Mathematik und Mechanik" (GAMM). The Symposium
was held under the auspices of IUTAM in association
with the "Deutsche Rheologische Ge sellschaft" (DRG)
with responsibility for the organization ly ing with B.
Gampert (Universitat-GH-Essen). The main aim of this
IUTAM Symposium was to consider the funda mental
aspects of the phenomena that occur when small
amounts of polymers are added to turbulent flows
(turbulent drag re duction) and laminar porous media
flows. In particular atten tion was devoted to - the
influence of molecular parameters of the polymers
and solution properties, especially the elongational
viscosity, on turbulent flow and laminar porous media
flow; the influence of polymers on the turbulence
structure in polymer drag reduction.

Design of Slurry Transport Systems
A reader-friendly introduction to geostatistics for
students and researchers struggling with statistics.
Using simple, clear explanations for introductory and
advanced material, it demystifies complex concepts
and makes formulas and statistical tests easy to
apply. Beginning with a critical evaluation of
experimental and sampling design, the book moves
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on to explain essential concepts of probability,
statistical significance and type 1 and type 2 error. An
accessible graphical explanation of analysis of
variance (ANOVA) leads onto advanced ANOVA
designs, correlation and regression, and nonparametric tests including chi-square. Finally, it
introduces the essentials of multivariate techniques,
multi-dimensional scaling and cluster analysis,
analysis of sequences and concepts of spatial
analysis. Illustrated with wide-ranging examples from
topics across the Earth and environmental sciences,
Geostatistics Explained can be used for
undergraduate courses or for self-study and
reference. Worked examples at the end of each
chapter reinforce a clear understanding of the
statistical tests and their applications.

Chemical Engineering Fluid Mechanics
Schlieren and shadowgraph techniques are basic and
valuable tools in various scientific and engineering
disciplines. They allow us to see the invisible: the
optical inhomogeneities in transparent media like air,
water, and glass that otherwise cause only ghostly
distortions of our normal vision. These techniques are
discussed briefly in many books and papers, but there
is no up-to-date complete treatment of the subject
before now. The book is intended as a practical guide
for those who want to use these methods, as well as a
resource for a broad range of disciplines where
scientific visualization is important. The colorful
400-year history of these methods is covered in an
extensive introductory chapter accessible to all
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readers.

Pedagogical Partnerships
This book introduces students to the basic physical
principles to analyze fluid flow in micro and nano-size
devices. This is the first book that unifies the thermal
sciences with electrostatics and electrokinetics and
colloid science; electrochemistry; and molecular
biology. The author discusses key concepts and
principles, such as the essentials of viscous flows, an
introduction to electrochemistry, heat and mass
transfer phenomena, elements of molecular and cell
biology, and much more. This textbook presents stateof-the-art analytical and computational approaches to
problems in all of these areas, especially
electrokinetic flows, and gives examples of the use of
these disciplines to design devices used for rapid
molecular analysis, biochemical sensing, drug
delivery, DNA analysis, the design of an artificial
kidney, and other transport phenomena. This
textbook includes exercise problems, modern
examples of the applications of these sciences, and a
solutions manual available to qualified instructors.

The Sources of Innovation
During the past four years, political activism has
grown to a level that has not been seen in the United
States since the Vietnam War. Tensions over the war
in Iraq and the presidential election motivated
hundreds of thousands of people on both sides of the
political fence to take to the streets. Politics the
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Wellstone Way offers a comprehensive set of
strategies to help progressives channel that energy
into winning issue-based and electoral campaigns.
Wellstone Action is a nonprofit organization dedicated
to continuing Paul and Sheila Wellstone’s fight for
progressive change and economic justice by teaching
effective political action skills to people across the
country. Politics the Wellstone Way is a workshop in
book form, providing the detailed framework needed
to jump-start a new generation of activists plus plenty
of helpful tools for old pros, including articulating a
strong message, base building, field organizing,
budgeting, fundraising, scheduling, getting out the
vote, and grassroots advocacy and lobbying,
illustrated by practical and inspirational examples.
From the school board all the way to the White House,
Politics the Wellstone Way instructs people on
becoming better organizers, candidates, campaign
workers, and citizen activists, empowering them to
make their voices heard. Wellstone Action was
established by the Wellstones’ two surviving sons,
David and Mark. The main vehicle for this ongoing
work is Camp Wellstone, a weekend training program
that Wellstone Action leads regularly in locations
across the country. Jeff Blodgett, Paul Wellstone’s
longtime campaign manager, is the executive director
of Wellstone Action. For more information visit
www.wellstoneaction.com.

Fluid Mechanics Fundamentals and
Applications
Chemical Engineering Volume 2 covers the properties
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of particulate systems, including the character of
individual particles and their behaviour in fluids.
Sedimentation of particles, both singly and at high
concentrations, flow in packed and fluidised beads
and filtration are then examined. The latter part of the
book deals with separation processes, such as
distillation and gas absorption, which illustrate
applications of the fundamental principles of mass
transfer introduced in Chemical Engineering Volume
1. In conclusion, several techniques of growing
importance - adsorption, ion exchange,
chromatographic and membrane separations, and
process intensification - are described. A logical
progression of chemical engineering concepts,
volume 2 builds on fundamental principles contained
in Chemical Engineering volume 1 and these volumes
are fully cross-referenced Reflects the growth in
complexity and stature of chemical engineering over
the last few years Supported with further reading at
the end of each chapter and graded problems at the
end of the book

The Woody Plant Seed Manual
Suitable for undergraduates, postgraduates and
professionals, this is a comprehensive text on
physical and chemical equilibrium. De Nevers is also
the author of Fluid Mechanics for Chemical Engineers.

Mass and Heat Transfer
The science of fluid mechanics is developing at a
rapid rate. It has developed higher levels of
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understanding that have led to sophisticated designs
and applications of fluid systems. Still there are many
areas in which only rudimentary information and
physical models are available. It provides introduction
to fluids, trends in fluid mechanics and covers
subjects like fluid properties, fluid motion, surface
resistance and many other topics.

Chemical Engineering
Books recommended for undergraduate and college
libraries listed by Library of Congress Classification
Numbers.

The Influence of Polymer Additives on
Velocity and Temperature Fields
To support the broadening spectrum of project
delivery approaches, PMI is offering A Guide to the
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®
Guide) – Sixth Edition as a bundle with its latest, the
Agile Practice Guide. The PMBOK® Guide – Sixth
Edition now contains detailed information about agile;
while the Agile Practice Guide, created in partnership
with Agile Alliance®, serves as a bridge to connect
waterfall and agile. Together they are a powerful tool
for project managers. The PMBOK® Guide – Sixth
Edition – PMI's flagship publication has been updated
to reflect the latest good practices in project
management. New to the Sixth Edition, each
knowledge area will contain a section entitled
Approaches for Agile, Iterative and Adaptive
Environments, describing how these practices
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integrate in project settings. It will also contain more
emphasis on strategic and business
knowledge—including discussion of project
management business documents—and information
on the PMI Talent Triangle™ and the essential skills
for success in today's market. Agile Practice Guide
has been developed as a resource to understand,
evaluate, and use agile and hybrid agile approaches.
This practice guide provides guidance on when,
where, and how to apply agile approaches and
provides practical tools for practitioners and
organizations wanting to increase agility. This practice
guide is aligned with other PMI standards, including A
Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK® Guide) – Sixth Edition, and was developed
as the result of collaboration between the Project
Management Institute and the Agile Alliance.

The Best Books for Academic Libraries:
Science, technology, and agriculture
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue
"Real-Time Optimization" that was published in
Processes

Vaccines
Fluid Mechanics for Chemical Engineers, Second
Edition, with Microfluidics and CFD, systematically
introduces fluid mechanics from the perspective of
the chemical engineer who must understand actual
physical behavior and solve real-world problems.
Building on a first edition that earned Choice
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Magazine's Outstanding Academic Title award, this
edition has been thoroughly updated to reflect the
field's latest advances. This second edition contains
extensive new coverage of both microfluidics and
computational fluid dynamics, systematically
demonstrating CFD through detailed examples using
FlowLab and COMSOL Multiphysics. The chapter on
turbulence has been extensively revised to address
more complex and realistic challenges, including
turbulent mixing and recirculating flows.

Open Channel Hydraulics
This text allows instructors to teach a course on heat
and mass transfer that will equip students with the
pragmatic, applied skills required by the modern
chemical industry. This new approach is a combined
presentation of heat and mass transfer, maintaining
mathematical rigor while keeping mathematical
analysis to a minimum. This allows students to
develop a strong conceptual understanding, and
teaches them how to become proficient in
engineering analysis of mass contactors and heat
exchangers and the transport theory used as a basis
for determining how critical coefficients depend upon
physical properties and fluid motions. Students will
first study the engineering analysis and design of
equipment important in experiments and for the
processing of material at the commercial scale. The
second part of the book presents the fundamentals of
transport phenomena relevant to these applications.
A complete teaching package includes a
comprehensive instructor's guide, exercises, case
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studies, and project assignments.

Fluid Mechanics for Chemical Engineers
with Microfluidics and CFD.
Fluid Mechanics for Chemical Engineers, third edition
retains the characteristics that made this introductory
text a success in prior editions. It is still a book that
emphasizes material and energy balances and
maintains a practical orientation throughout. No more
math is included than is required to understand the
concepts presented. To meet the demands of today's
market, the author has included many problems
suitable for solution by computer. Two brand new
chapters are included. The first, on mixing, augments
the book's coverage of practical issues encountered in
this field. The second, on computational fluid
dynamics (CFD), shows students the connection
between hand and computational fluid dynamics.

Feature Papers
As the Gulf of Mexico recovers from the Deepwater
Horizon oil spill, natural resource managers face the
challenge of understanding the impacts of the spill
and setting priorities for restoration work. The full
value of losses resulting from the spill cannot be
captured, however, without consideration of changes
in ecosystem services--the benefits delivered to
society through natural processes. An Ecosystem
Services Approach to Assessing the Impacts of the
Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill in the Gulf of Mexico
discusses the benefits and challenges associated with
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using an ecosystem services approach to damage
assessment, describing potential impacts of response
technologies, exploring the role of resilience, and
offering suggestions for areas of future research. This
report illustrates how this approach might be applied
to coastal wetlands, fisheries, marine mammals, and
the deep sea -- each of which provide key ecosystem
services in the Gulf -- and identifies substantial
differences among these case studies. The report also
discusses the suite of technologies used in the spill
response, including burning, skimming, and chemical
dispersants, and their possible long-term impacts on
ecosystem services.

Fluid Mechanics for Chemical Engineers
The author of the award-winning Webs of Power
provides a guide and toolkit to understanding group
dynamics, facilitating communication and dealing
with difficult people so those in collaborative
organizations can generate cooperation, be more
efficient and attain success. Original. 10,000 first
printing.

American Book Publishing Record
It has long been assumed that product innovations
are usually developed by product manufacturers, but
this book shows that innovation occurs in different
places in different industries.

The Publishers' Trade List Annual
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Physical and Chemical Equilibrium for
Chemical Engineers
An applications-oriented introduction to process fluid
mechanics. Provides an orderly treatment of the
essentials of both the macro and micro problems of
fluid mechanics.

CRC Handbook of Thermal Engineering,
Second Edition
This book collects the articles published in the Special
Issue “Polymeric Materials: Surfaces, Interfaces and
Bioapplications”. It shows the advances in polymeric
materials, which have tremendous applications in
agricultural films, food packaging, dental restoration,
antimicrobial systems, and tissue engineering. These
polymeric materials are presented as films, coatings,
particles, fibers, hydrogels, or networks. The potential
to modify and modulate their surfaces or their content
by different techniques, such as click chemistry,
ozonation, breath figures, wrinkle formation, or
electrospray, are also explained, taking into account
the relationship between the structure and properties
in the final application. Moreover, new trends in the
development of such materials are presented, using
more environmental friendly and safe methods,
which, at the same time, have a high impact on our
society.

Politics the Wellstone Way
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Fluid Mechanics for Chemical Engineers
Want to develop novel robot applications, but don’t
know how to write a mapping or object-recognition
system? You’re not alone, but you’re certainly not
without help. By combining real-world examples with
valuable knowledge from the Robot Operating System
(ROS) community, this practical book provides a set of
motivating recipes for solving specific robotics use
cases. Ideal for enthusiasts, from students in robotics
clubs to professional robotics scientists and
engineers, each recipe describes a complete solution
using ROS open source libraries and tools. You’ll learn
how to complete tasks described in the recipes, as
well as how to configure and recombine components
for other tasks. If you’re familiar with Python, you’re
ready to go. Learn fundamentals, including key ROS
concepts, tools, and patterns Program robots that
perform an increasingly complex set of behaviors,
using the powerful packages in ROS See how to easily
add perception and navigation abilities to your robots
Integrate your own sensors, actuators, software
libraries, and even a whole robot into the ROS
ecosystem Learn tips and tricks for using ROS tools
and community resources, debugging robot behavior,
and using C++ in ROS

An Ecosystem Services Approach to
Assessing the Impacts of the Deepwater
Horizon Oil Spill in the Gulf of Mexico
This book provides readers with the most current,
accurate, and practical fluid mechanics related
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applications that the practicing BS level engineer
needs today in the chemical and related industries, in
addition to a fundamental understanding of these
applications based upon sound fundamental basic
scientific principles. The emphasis remains on
problem solving, and the new edition includes many
more examples.

Geostatistics Explained
Sm Che Eng Flu
Cengel and Cimbala's Fluid Mechanics Fundamentals
and Applications, communicates directly with
tomorrow's engineers in a simple yet precise manner.
The text covers the basic principles and equations of
fluid mechanics in the context of numerous and
diverse real-world engineering examples. The text
helps students develop an intuitive understanding of
fluid mechanics by emphasizing the physics, using
figures, numerous photographs and visual aids to
reinforce the physics. The highly visual approach
enhances the learning of Fluid mechanics by
students. This text distinguishes itself from others by
the way the material is presented - in a progressive
order from simple to more difficult, building each
chapter upon foundations laid down in previous
chapters. In this way, even the traditionally
challenging aspects of fluid mechanics can be learned
effectively. McGraw-Hill is also proud to offer
ConnectPlus powered by Maple with the third edition
of Cengel/Cimbabla, Fluid Mechanics. This innovative
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and powerful new system that helps your students
learn more easily and gives you the ability to
customize your homework problems and assign them
simply and easily to your students. Problems are
graded automatically, and the results are recorded
immediately. Natural Math Notation allows for answer
entry in many different forms, and the system allows
for easy customization and authoring of exercises by
the instructor.

The Empowerment Manual
Pedagogical Partnerships and its accompanying
resources provide step-by-step guidance to support
the conceptualization, development, launch, and
sustainability of pedagogical partnership programs in
the classroom and curriculum. This definitive guide is
written for faculty, students, and academic
developers who are looking to use pedagogical
partnerships to increase engaged learning, create
more equitable and inclusive educational
experiences, and reframe the traditionally hierarchical
structure of teacher-student relationships. Filled with
practical advice, Pedagogical Partnerships provides
extensive materials so that readers don't have to
reinvent the wheel, but rather can adapt time-tested
and research-informed strategies and techniques to
their own unique contexts and goals.

Polymeric Materials
The third edition of Engineering Flow and Heat
Exchange is the most practical textbook available on
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the design of heat transfer and equipment. This book
is an excellent introduction to real-world applications
for advanced undergraduates and an indispensable
reference for professionals. The book includes
comprehensive chapters on the different types and
classifications of fluids, how to analyze fluids, and
where a particular fluid fits into a broader picture.
This book includes various a wide variety of problems
and solutions – some whimsical and others directly
from industrial applications. Numerous practical
examples of heat transfer Different from other
introductory books on fluids Clearly written, simple to
understand, written for students to absorb material
quickly Discusses non-Newtonian as well as
Newtonian fluids Covers the entire field concisely
Solutions manual with worked examples and solutions
provided

Engineering Flow and Heat Exchange
Over the last 30 years, reactor safety technology has
evolved not so much from a need to recover from
accidents or incidents, but primarily from many
groups in the nuclear community asking hypo
thetical, searching (what if) ~uestions. This
~uestioning has indeed paid off in establishing
preventive measures for many types of events and
potential accidents. Conditions, such as reactivity
excursions, large break, loss of coolant, core melt,
and contain ment integrity loss, to name a few, were
all at one time topics of protracted discussions on
hypothesized events. Historically, many of these have
become multiyear, large-scale research programs
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aimed at resolving the "what ifs. " For the topic of
anticipated and abnormal plant transients, how ever,
the searching ~uestions and the research were not so
prolific until the mid-1970s. At that time, probabilistic
risk methodolo gies began to tell us we should change
our emphasis in reactor safety research and
development and focus more on small pipe breaks
and plant transients. Three Mile Island punctuated
that message in 1979. The plant transient topic area
is a multidisciplinary subject involving not only the
nuclear, fluid flow, and heat transfer technologies, but
also the synergistics of these with the reactor control
systems, the safety s;,"stems, operator actions,
maintenance and even management and the
economic considerations of a given plant.

A Guide to the Project Management Body
of Knowledge (PMBOK(R) Guide-Sixth
Edition / Agile Practice Guide Bundle
(HINDI)
Rheological Methods in Food Process
Engineering
This publication contains a number of papers which
consider the public health role of vaccines in
improving the health of the world's populations, and
looks at the challenges of using immunisation to
combat emerging and re-emerging diseases. Issues
discussed include the innovative use of vaccines
against diseases such as meningococcal infection in
Africa, Haemophilus influenza type b, varicella, and
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hepatitis, efforts to develop a new generation of
vaccines against cholera and typhoid, shigella and
Helicobacter pylori, as well as developments in the
quest for vaccines against tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS,
dengue, malaria, and hookworm. It also deals with the
use of vaccines to fight bioterrorism attacks;
regulatory and safety issues; financing issues, impact
of health sector reform and the sustainability of
immunisation programmes.
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